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MOTIVATION

The Neural Circuit Reconstruction (NCR) Toolkit is used to register and warp thousands of images of Transmission Electron Microscope into volumes [1,2]. In the current toolset exporting the aligned mosaic images from the original images is a bottleneck in the process when terrabytes of images need to be mapped. We accelerated this process using GPU.

METHOD

(Input 1) Grid transform file
   • Warped Tile image parameters
   • Non-uniform transform parameters

(Input 2) EM Tiles
   • Heating by the electron beam causes distortion of the tile

Interpolation
Tiles are loaded into texture memory. Random access to texture memory is optimized by the texture caching process. Random access is required because the tile is non-linearly distorted.

GPU data copy cost minimization
Copying data from CPU to GPU is costly. A queuing process replaces the earliest used texture with required texture minimizing texture copies.
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